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(a) Define system identification.

(b) What is the main objective of system identification?
[ 3 marks]

[3 marksl
(c) Define parameter estimation.

[3 marks]
(d) What is the difference between parametic and non-parametric estimation?

[2 marks]

(e) Define white box, grey box and black box in classification of the system
identifi cation problem.

[6 marksl

Acceptance or rejection obtained model are based on three criteria i.e.
Akaike's Final Prediction Error, Akaike's Infomration criteria and Best
Fitting. These criteria show the preciseness of the approximate model as
compared to the true model. Discuss all the three criteria mentioned.

[8 marlal

(D
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Q2. (a) The autocorrelation function or ACF of a signal x(t) isgiven by the symbol
W,G) and is defined as

e*G) =t**i:Q)x(t +t)dt
or

s*(t) - lgji:(t -t)x(t)dt
lf x(t) : Asin(cx+d) where I = amplituda, o)= frequency and 0= phase

Proof that q-G) - {"or* .z

[8 marksl

(b) The cross correlation function or CCF of two signals x(t) andy(t) isgiven
by

1T
eoF) = n; {:(t).y(t 

+r)dt

or
lT

eo?) - lg-; PQ)x(t 
+t)dt

From the definition above, why the ccF is not an even function ?

[8 marks]
(c) Figure Q2 shows a dynamic testing identification by using correlation

techniques where x(t) : input, c(t) : output, n(t) : noise disturbance and
y(t) : output plus noise. By assuming that the noise disturbance is not
correlated with the test input signal, proof that pry(t): tk.(r).

[9 marks]

Y(s)
N(s)

X'rgure Q2 : Single input single output system with noise
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(a)APseudoRandomBinarySequence(PRBS)hasalengthof3lbi ts,abi t
interval of 0.2s and voltage levels of t 5 V'

(DDrawtheschematicblockdiagramandshowthefeedback
configuration to generate the PRBS signal'

( i i )ShowthetruthtableofthePRBSsignalstosupportyouranswerin
(i).

(iiD Sketch the graph of PRBS autoconelation function against time and

PRBS power spectal density against frequency' Label and

comment Your graPh'

(1v) Investigate whether the three properties of randomness i'e' balance

property, run property and conelation property had been fulfill

n you applied to the full PRBS 7 bit sequence'
[15 marks]

(b) An experiment to determine the transfer function of a particular control

systemelementbythecrosscorTelat ionmethodusinga|2lbi tPRBS
produced the results plotted in Figure Q3 (b)' The vertical axis is

calibrated in volt2. The static gain of the plant was measured separately as

5.0 units.
(i). Determine the transfer function'

(ii).WhatweretheamplitudeandbitintervalofthePRBSsignal?
[10 marks]
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Figure Q3(b)
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Q4. A system is described by the model

fu-lx(k) = 
-u(k)l+az- '

y(k)=x(k)+n(k)

where u (k) : measured input sequences
y(k): measured output sequences
n(k): zero mean discrete white noise sequences

Using the data sequences in Table Q4, determine

(a) A simple least squares estimate of the unknown pararneters (arb).

[10 marksl
(b) Estimates of parameters a and b after one step of a generalized least

squares procedure with y'(0)=6.255 and u'(O)=-2.0 where

u'(0) ana yF10) represent the initial values of the filtered input and
output sequences respectively.

[15 marks]

Table Q4
k' I 2 5 4

u(k) I I -1 I

v(k) -4 5 0 -2
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Q5. Hot air blower system shown in Figure Q5a is under test of system identification to
obtain the mathematical model based on input and output measurement. The input of the
system is PRBS signal in Watt and the output of the system is temperature signal in
degree Celcius as shown in Figure Q5b. The length of data taken during experiment is
1000 and the sampling time is 80 ms. A fourth order ARX 331 type difference equation
model has been selected as linear parametric model structure for the system.

Figure Q5a: Hot Air Blower System
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Figure Q5b: Input and Output Signals of a Hot Air Blower System
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Figure Q5c: Poles and.Zeroes Mapping of a Hot Air Blower System
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Figure Q5d: Measured and Simulated Model output of a Hot Air Blower System
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(a). Draw the block diagram to describe the basic components of the hot air blower

system based on Figure Q5a.
[5 marksl

(b). Describe linear parametric model structure type ARX and what is ARX 331 stands

for?
[6 marks]

(c). The test signal is using 63 bit PRBS test signal as shown in Figure Q5b' What is the

feedback configuration to generate 63 bit PRBS signal and the period of the PRBS?

- 
14 marksl

(d). Given information from the data as shown below,

A(z)y(t) = B (z)u(t) + e(t)
A(z) =l -1.642-t + 0.87762-' - 0'1597 z-t

B(z) = 0.002667 z-r + 0.00 1?47 z-2 + 0'07 l42z-3

what is the discrete time polynomial model for the above system if noise e(t):0 where

u(t) is input andY(/) is outPut.
[2 marks]

(e). Based from the discrete time polynomial model in (d) and Figure Q5c, what is the

value of poles and zeroes of the system'
[5 marks]

(f). Measured and simulated model output of the system is shown in Figure Q5d, where

Loss function : 0.002 55917

Final Prediction Error (FPE) :0'00262059

Best fits :85o/o

comment on the suitability of ARX331 model to represent the hot air blower system'

[3 marks]
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Q6. An industrial hydraulic actuator system shown in Figure Q6a is under test of system
identification to obtain the mathematical model based on input and output measurement.
The input of the system is sine signal in Volt and the output of the system is displacement
signal in cm as shown in Figure Q6b. Three sets of data had been captured based on
three difference sampling time i.e. Data Aat45 ms, Data B at 50 ms and Data C at 55
ms. The length of each data taken during experiment is 1000. The measured and
simulated model output is shown in Figure Q6c. The plant model had been estimated
using ARX331 model structure and Least Square estimation method. The estimated
model for each data are shown below and poles zeroes mapping are shown in Figure 6d,
6e and 6f respectively.

Data A at sampling time 45 ms and bestftts 92%o,

yn _B(z-t) _ 0.146124 +0.164321 -0.065292-3
nA A(r- ') |-}.9lI lzt -0.25962-2 +0.l7l lz-3

Data B at sampling time 50 ms and best fits 94%,

y" - B(z-') - 0.15382-t + 0.12722-2 - 0.070732-3
ttB A(r- ') |-0.9917zt -0.1978z-2 +0.1897z-3

Data C at sampling time 55 ms and best fits 93%,

y" - B(z-t) - 0.12922-t + 0.0643522t - 0.0tlg6 z-3
uc A(r ') l-0.935722t -0.23152-2 +0.16762-3
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Figure Q6a: Industrial Hydraulic Actuator System
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Figure Q6b: Input and output signal from the hydraulic actuator system
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FiguT Q6c: Measured and Simulated model output from the hydraulic actuator
svstem

F'igure Q6d: Poles and zeroes mapping for Data A (t, = 45ms, bf = 92o/")
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Figure Q6e: Poles and zeroes mapping for Data B (t. = 50ms, bf =94o/o)

F'igure Q6f: Poles and zeroes mapping for Data C (t, = 55ms, bf =93o/o)
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(a). Hydraulic actuator system can be minimum phase model and non-minimum phase
model. What is the difference between both models?

[4 marksl
(b). What is the relationship between minimum phase model and value of sampling
time?

[2 marlsl
(c). What is the relationship between non-minimum phase model and value of sampling
time?

[2 marks]
(d). Calculate the values of poles and zeroes in Figure Q6d.

[5 marks]
(e). Calculate the values of poles and zeroes in Figure Q6e.

- [5 marksl
(f). Calculate the values of poles and zeroes in Figure Q6f.

[5 marks]
(g). What is your observation from the poles and zeroes mapping of three different data?

[2 marksl

i:


